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Point of Care Ultrasound: Coronavirus Pandemic Implications
Situation
The complete clinical picture of COVID-19 is not fully known; knowledge with regard to
diagnosis, treatment, and outcomes continues to evolve. As a result, guidelines and
recommendations regarding best practices are subject to change and may be based upon
opinions of experts versus scientifically validated evidence. Additionally, the abnormal
acquisition and allocation of resources, the varied presence of disease across the United States
and the ability to decrease the risk of transmission and spread of the virus while maintaining the
safety of healthcare workers (HCW) and patients has altered traditional care delivery methods.
These statements are applicable to imaging technology in the treatment of COVID-19 patients.
Imaging is beneficial in clinical decision-making in COVID-19 patients, specifically when
assessing pulmonary, cardiac and vascular status. Lung injury is common in COVID-19
patients, and in severe cases, accompanying cardiac injury may occur in over 25% of patients
(Johri et al., 2020). Traditional methods for conducting imaging studies can pose significant
risks to HCW due to prolonged, close exposure to a patient. This is further complicated by the
potential scarcity or lack of appropriate personal protective equipment. Additionally, an undue
burden to the healthcare system may exist with use of traditional methods/standard of care, due
to lengthy cleaning protocols of imaging equipment to insure both HCW and patient safety, and
the reduction of viral contamination and spread, and the need for rapid information to guide
clinical decision making.
The purpose of this paper is to discuss the use of point of care ultrasound as an adjunct to
traditional pulmonary, cardiac, and vascular imaging modalities, specifically for lung ultrasound
and cardiac ultrasound or echocardiography. This assessment will evaluate point of care
ultrasound vendors, models, features, and considerations for use in the treatment of COVID-19
patients, based upon recommended changes in practice by governing bodies.

Background
Point of care ultrasound (POCUS) has had a growing footprint in care delivery prior to the
coronavirus pandemic and has been shown to positively impact patient care through increased
diagnostic accuracy, decreased time to diagnosis and intervention, and decreased costs
(Hughes et al., 2020). The coronavirus disease-2019 (COVID-19) is an infectious disease with
significant implications for both the pulmonary and cardiovascular care of patients. The novel,
enveloped single-stranded RNA virus, Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus-2
(SARS-CoV-2) causes a respiratory infection, and results in a variable clinical course, ranging
from no symptoms to mild, self-limiting symptoms, to severe, progressive acute respiratory
distress syndrome (ARDS) and cardiogenic or distributive shock. Individuals with advanced age
or with significant co-morbidities, including cardiovascular disease (CVD), chronic obstructive
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pulmonary disease (COPD) and hypertension are at higher risk for developing severe or critical
COVID-19 disease manifestations (Oren et al.,2020).
Cardiovascular disease is prevalent in the United States. CVD equates to coronary artery
disease, heart failure, stroke and hypertension. According to the American Heart Association
2020 statistics, nearly 48% of Americans (around 121.5 million people) have some form of CVD.
Older adults have a higher prevalence of CVD, with 77% of males and 78 % of females age 6079 years having one or more types of CVD, and 89% of males and 92% of females age 80 or
older having one or more types of CVD (AHA, 2020).
In addition to pre-existing CVD increasing the predisposition of COVID-19 and the severity of
the disease (secondary to the cardiac effects of COVID-19 induced inflammation), the infection
can also create cardiac manifestations, including (Driggin et al., 2020):
1. Direct and indirect CV complications include acute myocardial injury, myocarditis,
arrhythmias, and venous thromboembolism
2. CV side effects from experimental and investigational therapies
In patients with severe COVID-19 disease, cardiovascular involvement is common, and is
associated with a worse prognosis (Akhmerov & Marban, 2020). A hypercoagulable state may
also be present with COVID-19, and lead to deep vein thrombosis, pulmonary embolism, and
associated right ventricular abnormalities (Johri et al., 2020).
Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) affects 16 million people; this number is felt to
be an underestimate, as many people have the disease, but have not had a formal diagnosis.
In the United States, COPD includes two main conditions, chronic bronchitis and emphysema
(National Heart Lung Blood Institute, 2020).
The very nature of delivering health care services in a pandemic are also relevant. Dependent
upon the volume of patients and mode of operation (contingency or crisis), the ability to respond
to patients presenting with CV conditions may compromise rapid triage. Health care workers are
also at increased risk for exposure to the virus, and CV care and traditional procedures may
increase the risk of transmission or spread of the virus. This includes traditional performance of
trans-thoracic echocardiograms, conducted either at the bedside, or within the
echocardiography lab (for stable inpatients, requires transport to the department), as well as
radiology based procedures to evaluate pulmonary status (chest x-ray (CXR) computed
tomography (CT), ventilation-perfusion studies (VQ) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)).
In addition to the increased prevalence of COVID patients having underlying CVD and COPD,
COVID has the potential to affect the cardiac and pulmonary structure and function of any
patient, regardless of pre-existing conditions, and increase the likelihood for vascular
complications secondary to a hypercoagulable state (Johri et al., 2020). Inpatient management
revolves around the supportive management of the most common complications of severe
COVID-19: pneumonia, hypoxemic respiratory failure/ARDS, sepsis and septic shock,
cardiomyopathy and arrhythmia, acute kidney injury, and complications from prolonged
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hospitalization including secondary bacterial infections, thromboembolism, gastrointestinal
bleeding, and critical illness polyneuropathy/myopathy (CDC, 2020).
Assessing the degree of pulmonary involvement and cardiac structure and function relative to
symptomatology and clinical presentation are key aspects of triage and treatment of COVID-19
patients, particularly those with underlying cardiac and pulmonary disease. Historically, key
imaging technologies to evaluate would include computerized tomography (CT); chest x-ray
(mobile or fixed); and ultrasound or echocardiography. Point of care ultrasound is an alternative
for providing data to support treatment decisions, while decreasing the potential exposure and
spread of the coronavirus.
Technology Under Evaluation:
Point of care ultrasound for use in lung, cardiac, and vascular imaging.
Goals:
1. Review of evidence for use of lung ultrasound and cardiac ultrasound in COVID-19
disease management
2. Compliance with regulations and standard guidelines for assessment of lung and cardiac
function in COVID-19 patients
3. Operational considerations and a review of available technology
Technology Description:
The term POCUS (Point-of-Care-Ultrasound) has emerged in the past few years. However,
most of the technology historically purchased are more accurately categorized as compactportable. This segment of ultrasound systems, like traditional ultrasounds, are either small,
portable ultrasound consoles that may or may not be mounted on a cart. These are highly
portable and are often used bedside (i.e. point-of-care) or in physician offices or even in-home
health or mobile ultrasound services that may go to the patient outside of a hospital setting.
The compact/portable systems still have the fundamental design of a console, albeit portable,
with transducers that would still require total and complete decontamination immediately postimaging to avoid or reduce the chance of exposure to others.
With the technology evolution of handheld devices, smart phones and tablet an even less
intrusive ultrasound platform/application market has emerged. These are online ultrasound
applications that can be sourced and downloaded via IOS and/or Android applications (APPS)
that allow specially designed transducers to connect either wired or wireless to the smart phone
and/or tablet. These allow a somewhat basic but functional option to provide POCUS truly in a
handheld approach to the patient.
These devices, in most cases, are sufficiently small to be enclosed in sterile covers that allow
full access to controls and touchscreen applications. When combined with sterile covers for the
transducer and cables, if wired, contamination and decontamination become much simpler and
more manageable after imaging a COVID-19 positive or suspected positive patient.
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Clinical Assessment
The American Society of Echocardiography released a guidance document for patients and
providers with recommendations regarding COVID-19. This document has been endorsed by
the American College Cardiology and provides a decision pathway for appropriate triage of echo
requests, recommendations on when an assessment of cardiovascular function by
echocardiography is needed, and methods for reducing the spread of the virus and exposure of
sonographers and patients. This document addresses potential utilization of point of care and
portable echocardiography and made key recommendations regarding the performance of
exams in triaging and treating patients during the pandemic.
Ultrasound can play a role in caring for patient with suspected or confirmed COVID-19. Per the
ASE document:
UAPE (ultrasound assisted physical exam) and POCUS (point of care ultrasound)
exams performed by the clinicians who are already caring for these patients at bedside
presents an attractive option to screen for important cardiovascular findings, elucidate
cardiac contributions to symptoms or signs, triage patients in need of full feature
echocardiographic services and potentially identify early ventricular dysfunction during
COVID-19 infection, all without exposing others and utilizing additional resources.
Depending on the capabilities of the machines used, images obtained by UAPE, POCUS
and CCE practitioners can often be saved to allow remote interpretive assistance from
more experienced echocardiographers. Archiving these images for review should help to
focus future imaging studies and provide comparisons of cardiac structure and function
over time.
In some cases, review of these images by a consulting cardiovascular specialist may
obviate the need for an echocardiogram (and therefore reduce staff exposure), as
pertinent clinical questions will be answered (e.g. etiology of hypotension). In other
cases, they will indicate the need for more advanced imaging (e.g. wall motion and
quantitative valvular assessment). Therefore, these images should be saved and
archived whenever possible. Some devices use a camera that allows a sonographer or
other imaging expert to remotely guide probe placement (Kirkpatrick et al., 2020).
The American Society of Echocardiography has also published a statement specific to the use
of Point-of-Care Ultrasound (Johri, et al., 2020), further expressing the benefits of the
technology as a consideration as a first-line ultrasound evaluation in assessing COVID-19
patients. A potential workflow and protocol was published with this statement when
cardiopulmonary ultrasound is indicated:
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The American College of Radiology offers resources, not comprehensive medical guidelines,
that may be helpful to clinicians in addressing imaging decisions in COVID-19 patients. These
resources do not address lung US for COVID-19 diagnosis or treatment. Neither the American
College of Radiology (ACR) nor the Center for Disease Control (CDC) recommend chest x-ray
(CXR) or computed tomography of the chest (CT) to diagnosis COVID-19; confirmation is still
dependent upon viral testing. The ACR further recommends that CT be used sparingly and with
appropriate indications, as there is a significant work effort required to properly clean and
disinfect the room and equipment prior to use with subsequent patients, and proper ventilation
should be considered. Portable CXR is recommended when CXR is considered medically
necessary (ACR, 2020).
Emergency medicine has incorporated ultrasound into practice over the last two decades, and it
has become a standard in the clinical evaluation of patients in the emergency department.
Emergency ultrasound (EUS) is an emergency medicine procedure. Guidelines specific to EUS
can be found here.
A multi-national consensus statement from the Fleischner Society, published April 7, 2020,
recommended CXR or CT based upon symptomatology and condition of the patient; ultrasound
as not addressed secondar to limited e perience and infection control iss es (R bin et al.,
2020).
The International evidence-based recommendations for point-of-care lung ultrasound were
published in 2012 and provide evidence-based and expert consensus recommendations for
lung ultrasound in emergency and critical care settings. Findings/recommendations, based upon
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GRADE criteria, states that lung ultrasound is able to monitor aeration changes and effects of
therapy on multiple acute lung diseases, including acute pulmonary edema, acute respiratory
distress syndrome, acute lung injury, community-acquired pneumonia, and ventilator-associated
pneumonia. The same rating (strong recommendation, level of quality of evidence-A) was
applicable to the following recommendations:
1. Lung US is able to monitor aeration changes and the effects of therapy in acute lung
diseases.
2. In patients with cardiogenic pulmonary edema, semi-quantification of disease
severity may be obtained by evaluating the number of B-lines (directly proportional to
the severity of congestion).
3. In patients with cardiogenic pulmonary edema, B-line evaluation allows monitoring of
response to therapy.
4. In patients with increased extravascular lung water, assessment of lung reaeration
can be assessed by demonstrating a decrease in the number of B-lines.
5. US quantification of lung reaeration may be assessed by tracking changes in US
findings in the majority of acute lung injury or ARDS.
The American Institute for Ultrasound in Medicine (AIUM) recently published Guidelines for
Cleaning and Preparing External-and Internal-Use Ultrasound Transducers and Equipment
Between Patients as well as Safe Handling and Use of Ultrasound Coupling Gel (2020),
available here https://www.aium.org/officialStatements/57. These guidelines address the
appropriate preparation of transducers and the use of ultrasound gel to minimize the risk of
COVID-19 spread and virus transmission. The ASE also published a recommended POCUS
checklist in their POCUS Statement (Johri et al., 2020):
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Buonseno et al. (2020), supports the use of lung ultrasound in suspected or known COVID-19
patients, citing several studies showing the accuracy of lung ultrasound in detecting lung
pathologies, including bacterial and viral pneumonia, and acute respiratory distress syndrome,
as well as the ability to reduce health-care orkers risk of e pos re, including reducing patient
transport.
Numerous studies have shown LUS to be beneficial in assessing lung tissue in ARDS (Bass et
al., 2015) and during a viral infectious setting in the 2009 H1N1 pandemic (Testa, et al., 2012).
While additional studies are needed to further clarify the role of LUS, these prior studies suggest
LUS could be beneficial in triage, stratification of patients, monitoring and treating during the
evolution of the disease, monitoring the effect of treatments for side effects as well as benefit,
and reducing the exposure of the HCW to the virus (Soldati et al., 2020)
Clinical Trials
The following clinical trials for related to COVID-19 and ultrasound were found at
ClinicalTrials.gov:
NCT04340479
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NCT04339998
NCT 04336774
NCT 04335630

Technical and Financial Assessment
Technology Options:
Compact Portable Ultrasound/Echocardiography (Traditional console-based systems)
There are a significant number of vendors/manufacturers active within both the international and
domestic ultrasound market. This report will focus on the domestic manufacturers. The following
list depicts the most active vendors and models within the compact/portable ultrasound market,
specifically focused on chest ultrasound for heart and pulmonary imaging (not comprehensive
but those holding most of the market share in the US).

Cardiac Focused (Echocardiography) with model most likely appropriate for traditional
COVID-19 imaging:
Traditional Compact/Portable Console (Cart Based Ultrasound)
Vendor

Canon

GE

SonoSite

Philips

Siemens

Model

Xario 200

Vivid IQ

iViz

CX50 CV

Bonsai

Average Sell
Price

$60,000

$54,000

$16,300

$59,400

$60,000

Average
Service Price
Annual

$6,400

$7,000

$800

$4,500

$4,400

Warranty

1 Year

3 Years

5 Years

1 year

5 Years
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While these and even the more fully functional ultrasound systems are fully equipped to do the
type of imaging reviewed within this report, the size and versatility of these systems combined
with the extreme challenge of effectively cleaning and decontaminating the system post imaging
of a COVID-19 positive or suspected positive patient render these devices as less optimal. For
this reason, this report will limit this information to the basic vendor, model and cost of
equipment. Below is a more detailed review of the handheld POCUS devices that can be used
in a more effective and with a higher throughput workflow for COVID-19.
POCUS -Handheld (Smart phone / Tablet Application):
A smaller group of vendors/Manufacturers are offering true handheld POCUS technology.
These devices may be the most clinically applicable when both the diagnostic profile and
infection control issues are considered. Due to the battery-powered nature of these devices,
throughput is not only dependent on the number of systems, the ability to provide equipment
protection equipment (EPE) but also available power. If using these devices consideration of
additional batteries and battery chargers to allow enough backup power will need to be
considered.
Warranty and service contracts are also a consideration. This assessment lacks the data to
accurately comment on this class of ultrasound related to transducer wear, tear and failure. It
should be noted that various types of sterilization as well as handling can result in increased
chances of damage or failure. This should be considered in equipment purchase, as well as ongoing operational expenses related to service agreements and specifically transducer
repair/replacement. Accidental damage or failure do to handling is often an additional cost to
standard service agreements.
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The vendors seen as the most active in this area include:
POCUS Ultrasound-Handheld
Vendor
Model

Butterfly Inc
Butterfly IQ

Clarius
C3 HD / PA HD

GE
Vscan

Philips
Lumify
135 g, w/cable cable is
replaceable

Siemens
FreeStyle

SonoQue
C4PL

Weight

313 gm,

392 gm

Not Stated

4.8 kg

220g

Operating Sys.

IOS / Android

IOS / Android

Proprietary
Handheld
Android OS

Android / IOS
WIP

Proprietary
Handheld

IOS

Configuration

Wired
Transducer only

Wireless
Transducer(s)
Only

Proprietary
Handheld, wired
transducer(s)

Wired
transducer(s)
only

Proprietary
Handheld,
wireless
transducer(s)

Wireless
transducer(s) only

Battery*

-2600 mAh
Lithium ion -120
Minutes
-5 hour recharge
time

Battery specs
Not stated 60min
scan time 90 min
charge
7
Day standby

2 internal
batteries
60 min scanning

Not Stated

Not stated

Wireless charging
3 hours life fully
charged

Imaging Modes

M-Mode BMode Color &
Power Doppler

M-Mode BMode Color &
Power Doppler

M-Mode BMode Color &
Power Doppler

Full ultrasound
modes

M-Mode
BMode
Color &
Power Doppler

Transducers

Multi-purpose

Multiple by
application

Multi-purpose

Image Storage

Cloud Unlimited

Cloud

MicroSD Card

On board

Multiple by
application
16 GB SSD
Flash Memory

Multiple by
application
On board type not
stated

Image Transfer

HTTPS TLS 1.2
Encryption

Wi-Fi TLS 1.2
DICOM
Bluetooth
AES128 &
RSA4096

DICOM

DICOM MP4,
PNG via email
or direct connect
to PC

DICOM,
Ethernet, IEEE
802.11b/g/n
wireless

802.11g/20MHz
/5G/450Mbps

Average Sell
Price

$2,000

$4,900

$5,000

$6,500

$35,000

$4,000

Not Stated

Not Stated

1-3 Years
$4,500
transducer
dependent

1 year

M-Mode Color &
Power Doppler
Tissue Harmonic
imaging
Multiple by
application

Leasing Option

Not stated

Not Stated

Not Stated- but
available via GE
Leasing /finance

Warranty

1 year

1 Year

1 Year

Yes
Subscription
options -6, 12,
18 or 24 months
+ Warranty
$450/6 mos.
5 Years

Average Service
Price Annual**

No Data

$1,000

$1,000

$640

Additional Costs

Handheld Device
& Subscriptions
Pro or Enterprise

Handheld Device
No other costs
stated

Options

Handheld
Device

Options

No Data
Handheld Device
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Reimbursement Guidelines:
Ultrasound examinations performed using POCUS ultrasound technology may be
reported using the same CPT codes applicable to traditional ultrasound systems,
provided that all applicable requirements are met (CPT 2019). These requirements
include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Documentation in the patient record
Appropriate level of completeness
Medical necessity (determined by the payer)
Accurate CPT code selection and modifiers, if warranted
Storing/archiving of images (should be permanently recorded with
measurements)
6. Written report of the st d in the patient s record, detailing the anatomic
regions evaluated; note elements that comprise a complete exam or limited
exam and code/bill accordingly
Appropriate modifiers should be used; -52 for a limited exam; -26 for professional
component only; -76 repeat procedure by same clinician; -77 for repeat procedure by
another clinician
Appropriate staff qualification, credentialing, privileging, registry and certifications should
be considered, and medical bylaws, state law, and contractual agreements should be
reviewed and understood.
Medicare has a National Coverage Determination (NCD) for ultrasound diagnostic procedures;
physicians will generally get reimbursed for medically necessary services, and the indications
outlined in the NCD and the physician is performing within the scope of practice. Prior to
performing ultrasound procedures, providers should confirm with Medicare Administrative
Contractors (MACs) for details (CMS, 2007). Third party payer rules vary by plan and payer,
and rules and requirements should be reviewed on an individual basis.
The following information is for informational purposes only, and was obtained from third-party
sources via the Society of Point of Care Ultrasound SPOCUS website. Payment information is
subject to change without notice, and should be validated with individual payers.
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Hughes and colleagues (2020) developed a novel framework for ultrasound billing, with the
following suggested process flowchart for billing and coding:
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Operational Considerations:
The decision for diagnostic testing and supportive strategies should weigh the risk and benefits
to both patients and caregivers, with consideration of the benefit and difference in the
management of the patient (Schilling et al, 2020).
It is important to understand federal, state, and local efforts that may be in existence for
sourcing of equipment and supplies, particularly ancillary disposables, and trained personnel to
provide education and/or oversight when new and/or unfamiliar technology is utilized in practice.
Care providers should have appropriate training, credentialing and privileging to conduct
ultrasound exams.
For lung ultrasound, it is particularly important for the department to adopt a scanning protocol
that every clinician agrees on, because there are different options available, including 8-zone,
12-zone, and 28-zone protocols, each applying different terminologies.
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The operator should also annotate the cine loops accordingly, otherwise it would be difficult for
reviewers to determine the exact location being scanned.
Care delivery teams should be familiar with professional society recommendations for changes
in practice guidelines, and sonographers should discuss details of views needed prior to
entering the room to perform the scan. POCUS can further reduce exposure by limiting the
number of caregivers needed in the patient room, with the physician conducting the study at the
bedside.
Protocols should also be in place for capturing, storing, and retrieving images, as well as
insuring appropriate documentation, coding, and billing. Cleaning and disinfecting protocols
sho ld also be in place, sing appro ed agents per the CDC and the man fact rer s instr ctions
for use.
If feasible, it is recommended to have a dedicated machine for suspected or confirmed COVID19 patients. Cleaning and disinfecting should include the ultrasound equipment monitor and
user interface (trackball, keyboard, etc). Equipment covers may be available. Handheld devices
may have a disposable sleeve, which can reduce the cleaning burden. Ultrasound transducers
and cables should also be cleaned and disinfected. Limit the number of transducers taken into
the room to only those necessary to complete an exam (Abramowicz et al., 2020).
Transducers are categorized by the Spaulding Classification system, and delineated at low-risk,
medium-risk, and high-risk. For the focus of this evaluation (trans-thoracic cardiac and lung
ultrasound), the ultrasound transducers would be categorized as non-critical or low-risk devices
(in contact with intact skin). Reprocessing transducers should be done following an established
protocol, and include two steps, cleaning and disinfecting (Abramowicz et al., 2020).
Various ultrasound manufacturers have clear instructions for cleaning and disinfecting
(Abramowicz et al., 2020):
Butterfly

https://www.butterflynetwork.com/covid19/cleaning-and-disinfection

Canon/Toshiba https://global.medical.canon/products/ultrasound/more_information/guideforcleaning
GE Healthcare

https://www.gehealthcare.com/products/ultrasound/ultrasound-transducers

Mindray

https://www.mindraynorthamerica.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/Mindray_Mtransducers_disinfection-guide_40369A.pdf

Philips

https://www.usa.philips.com/c-dam/b2bhc/master/whitepapers/ultrasound-care-andcleaning/disinfectant-tables-manuals/dt-us.pdf
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Samsung

https://samsunghealthcare.com/en/products/uss/RS80A with
Prestige/Radiology/transducers

Siemens
Medical
Solutions

https://www.siemens-healthineers.com/en-us/ultrasound/ultrasound-transducercatalog#Care

Zonare/Mindray https://www.mindraynorthamerica.com/wpcontent/uploads/2019/03/Mindray_Zonare-transducers_disinfectionguide_40368A.pdf

Recommendations
Point of care ultrasound can provide useful information for medical decision making for patients
with known or suspected COVID-19, while limiting caregiver exposure to the virus and reducing
the need for advanced cleaning and disinfection practices. Diagnostic testing should only be
performed when the results of a test will directly impact the management of the patient.
Guidelines are being revised as new information becomes available, particularly in relation to
the most effective modes and methods for imaging in COVID-19 patients. Guideline-based
treatment is recommended, with a match to the most appropriate technology available at the
time of treatment.
Ultrasound imaging is an alternative to radiation-based imaging in emergency procedures both
for cardiac and pulmonary assessment. Ultrasound provides added benefits of a lower capital
cost and most fully equipped healthcare institutions have multiple systems allowing technology
to be dedicated to the COVID-19 response.
Clinically- integrated decision making is suggested for any purchase decision, with policy,
protocols, and training designed to insure safe and effective care, and to address correct
documentation, coding, and billing of procedures. Product specifications should be reviewed
and fully understood, to best match technology with the needs of the provider in conducting
point-of-care, limited, or comprehensive examinations. This includes an evaluation of
transducers and technical limitations or benefits for use in multiple types of studies. Education
will most likely be required to address any new technology, and potentially altered methods of
capturing, storing, and retrieving images, as well as effective cleaning and disinfecting
protocols. Vendors may provide free training with purchase. This, along with service history and
warranty should be incorporated into purchase decisions. Equipment will most likely by mobile,
and consideration should be given to safe and accessible storage, as well as the capability to
charge effectively after use.
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Further research is needed; Soldati et al. (2020) published a Proposal for International
Standardization of the Use of Lung Ultrasound for Patients with COVID-19 in the Journal of
Ultrasound Medicine, calling for a shared research approach and a standardization of the use of
LUS in COVID-19 patients, and several clinical trials are scheduled to begin enrolling for further
research.
While supply and demand are likely to disrupt traditional sourcing methods, it is recommended
to monitor benchmark pricing and supplier behavior during the pandemic, to potentially inform
future supplier relationships. Purchasers should ensure the availability and authenticity of
ancillary supplies when purchasing equipment.
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